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Most people wouldn’t come to this talk:

arXiv:2402.10008; La Rivista del Nuovo Cimento, in press     



Or come to this talk either… 

arXiv:2403.16806     



Or come to this talk either… 

but it’s the talk you’re more or less going to get...



What is a `quantum correction’?



Do we get to calculate corrections 
to `classical’ quantities?



Say I calculate a bubble diagram on flat space:



Does this mean Minkowski gets corrected to dS?



Obviously not – regularization subtracts infinities, 
renormalization conditions fix finite parts…



Once you’ve fixed renormalization  conditions, all one 
gets to calculate is how things change with scale…



The cosmological constant problem is a statement about 
the instability of flat space as one changes scale…



Sometimes the idea of a quantum `correction’ is itself a 
category error – the only reality is the fully dressed one...

Consider the following Lagrangian in 1+1 D:

Can quantize as usual – plane wave basis states etc…



But what about this one?

Hard to quantize as usual around plane wave basis…

Sometimes the idea of a quantum `correction’ is itself a 
category error – the only reality is the fully dressed one...



But what about this one?

Start to notice some funny things: solitons with like 
topological charges repel, equal and opposite annihilate…

Sometimes the idea of a quantum `correction’ is itself a 
category error – the only reality is the fully dressed one...



Reminder: (Classical) Lagrangians are not physical



Skyrme (1964): Sine-Gordon solitons very much are the 
Thirring fermions in disguise…

Reminder: (Classical) Lagrangians are not physical



Proved at operator and GF level (Mandelstam, Coleman 1975)

Reminder: (Classical) Lagrangians are not physical



Loop corrections and anomalous dimensions

• In 1+1:                   ,                           get mapped to each other, 
so the latter has anomalous dimension of one (cf. 
compositeness).

• Anybody doing scattering experiments with Thirring 
Fermions sees only the fully dressed reality.



Outline
• Regularizing divergences – making sense of hard cutoffs, dim reg, point splitting, 

UV vs IR etc.

• UV divergences can still be extracted from scaleless integrals in dim reg. 

• Finite duration inflation – distinguishing UV and IR scales from unknown 
completion of theory/ observables from beginning and end of inflation.

• Aside – various IR divergences are cured in finite duration inflation. 

• Vacuum stress tensor of tensor perturbations – need to go beyond Isaacson.

• Energy density of tensor perturbations – observable, or shifted tadpole condition? 

• Relation to  extracting Neff bounds + consequences.  
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Divergences are not an academic issue!

• All physical observables: momentum or energy transfer between propagating 
degrees of freedom and some sort of detector or tracer. 

• Primordial correlation functions are a useful calculational intermediary between 
observations and underlying effective description, but not directly observable.

• Need to be acted on with derivatives and convolved with transfer functions. 

• Physical observations are made at some point in space or time, sample coincident 
limit of field bilinears or higher point functions. 

• Observations cannot be made sense of unless divergences in the coincident limit 
subtracted and renormalized.   



“Just because something is infinite, doesn’t 
mean it is zero” – unattributed quote



Divergences are not that bad…

• Consider the energy momentum tensor of a minimally coupled, non-interacting 
test scalar field:

• Start with the two point function and proceed from there:



Divergences are not that bad…

• The coincident limit for a massless test scalar on an inflating background

• de Sitter is particularly simple –

• All integrals are scaleless… in mass independent schemes, the above would vanish. 
Considering massive but sufficiently light fields on dS shows the same:



But just because something is zero doesn’t mean 
it isn’t infinite!
• Lesson from matching calculations in NR QED/QCD: Can factor scaleless integrals 

into a scaleful ones:  



But just because something is zero doesn’t mean 
it isn’t infinite!
• Integrals give equal and opposite contributions:

• UV divergences are unambiguous. IR divergences could mean any number of 
things… 



But just because something is zero doesn’t mean 
it isn’t infinite!
• Let’s reconsider putting a hard cutoff in physical momenta:

• Appearance of IR divergence means we have yet to arrive at a physical observable…

• UV divergence subtracted by a cosmological constant counterterm:



But just because something is zero doesn’t mean 
it isn’t infinite!
• Let’s reconsider putting a hard cutoff in physical momenta:

• Appearance of IR divergence means we have yet to arrive at a physical observable…

• Matches UV counterterm identified in dim reg:



UV log divergences agree in all schemes

• Massless fields on quasi dS:

• Time dependent counterterm via: 

• Massive fields on dS



But not all schemes are equal…

• If you cannot identify a consistent counter term within your regularization scheme, 
you cannot be guaranteed to be calculating physical quantities.

• C.f. energy momentum tensor of test scalar field on dS:

• Physical cutoffs requires counterterm that cannot be constructed from geometric 
invariants. In dim reg, however, c.t.               , i.e. renormalization of c.c.

• (coefficients of log divergences still agree though :) 
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Finite duration inflation

• Motivation for this and the next part of the talk – a typical expression one might find 
in the literature:

• UV and IR scales from unknown completion must be distinguished form UV and IR 
scales corresponding to beginning and end of inflation. 

• Observables cannot depend on the former, but can certainly depend on the latter. 

• Bonus observation – certain IR divergences can be shown to be an artefact of a past 
infinite dS approximation.  



Finite duration inflation

• Consider a cosmology that transitions into and out of inflation to radiation domination:

• Construct mode functions for a massless test scalar via matching from initial adiabatic 
vacuum state: 



Finite duration inflation

• Consider the two coincident limit of the point function:

• Straightforward to show that oscillatory terms do not contribute to UV divergences.

• On the other hand: 

• But oscillations freeze in the IR, cancel would be (aggravated) IR power divergences:
 



Finite duration inflation

• Remaining UV divergence now parameterized by the beginning and end of inflation:

• IR divergences regulated by the physical scale corresponding to the start of inflation:



Finite duration inflation

• Can do the same with the power spectral energy density

• UV divergences: 

• Coefficients of log divergence agree in all schemes:



Finite duration inflation
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Isaacson stress tensor is not fit to purpose

• Assumes the Brill-Hartle averaging scheme – not valid for wavelengths comparable too 
background curvature:

• Instead we can retrace derivation without BH averaging, and undo approximations 
reliant on prior scale separation (cf. Maccallum-Taub w/o BH averaging).

• Perhaps this wasn’t done before because people tripped over lack of positive 
definiteness of spectral density? This is a well known property of gravity (c.f. positive 
energy theorems).  



Isaacson stress tensor is not fit to purpose



Now we can finally reconsider            bounds 

• In essence, this is a question about how the background gets renormalized from 
vacuum tensor perturbations. 

•  Let’s reconsider the academic case of a test scalar:



Now we can finally reconsider            bounds 

• Do we (multiplicatively) renormalize G_N, or (additively) renormalize background 
matter sector? 

• Shifted tadpole condition: doesn’t matter! 

• Fix G_N via measurement (Cavendish) at some scale:

• Use this to eliminate G_B in the above, so that:



Now we can finally reconsider            bounds 

• We finally obtain: 

• Can’t go any further for test scalars, but for GWs, we have a classically evolving 
background (FRLW), and can fix one more renormalization condition to fix shifted 
tadpole:

• But this is indistinguishable from rescaling scale factor at reheating. i.e. all one finds is 
a shift in the temperature-redshift relation. 



Can repeat the exercise in a fully covariant formalism 

• Divergences that need to be regularized:



Can repeat the exercise in a fully covariant formalism 



Can repeat the exercise in a fully covariant formalism 

Einstein gravity is not scale invariant – makes sense that the effective stress tensor has a 
trace. Foliation specific computation before suggests canceled by adiabatic vacuum 
contributions.

Repeat as before, contributions that redshift like radiation have the same interpretation…



Can repeat the exercise in a fully covariant formalism 

Newton’s constant fixed via Cavendish type experiment at laboratory scales, does not run 
at cosmological scales. Fix equation of state parameter with another measurement.

Repeat as before, effects wave function renormalization…



So what?

•             bounds are physically about entropy to baryon ratio of light species that have 
frozen out. It makes physical sense that vacuum fluctuations do not contribute to this. 

• To anyone interested in measuring GHz, THz GW backgrounds:             bounds do not 
kill your science case.

• Keep calm, regularize, and renormalize.



So what?

•             bounds are physically about entropy to baryon ratio of light species that have 
frozen out. It makes physical sense that vacuum fluctuations do not contribute to this. 

• To anyone interested in measuring GHz, THz GW backgrounds:             bounds do not 
kill your science case.

• Keep calm, regularize, and renormalize.

Thank you for listening!
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